$KSD Volunteer Community Draft Plan

https://ksd-official.com/

https://poocoin.app/tokens/0x441d66d82fd6dd073991c9721e61427fcad81388
*This draft plan was planned and will eventually be implemented by the 42 volunteers who gather on discord.
The $KSD is 0% Tax, 25-year LP lock, pure Japanese coin.
It was created with the objective of developing it as a solid investment, not as a speculative object.
We have many plans for content that will make your life exciting through the growth of $KSD. This is part of that
plan and is being coordinated to be realized in the near future.

KSD Girls project
1. We will have KSDGIRLS (KSDGIRLS)who will promote $KSD in various ways.
2. KSDGIRLSCOIN ($KGC) to be issued! We are also contemplating a project where staking $KSD will save

$KGC.
3. Support KSDGIRLS with $KGC.
4. Not only real KSDGIRLS, but also NFTs（Maybe even Hentai.･･） and Vtubers are part of the plan.
The $KGC Project will be a content that can be enjoyed by $KGC and $KSD.

Keep your wallets loose and your joysticks stiff!

＄KSD Donation
1. I'll donate irregularly.
Right now it's still $KSD for memecoin, so we need to get society's approval first, right? That's why I want

to help people in need all over the world. KSD is made up of kindness.
2. We'll set up a collection box for donations, on the official site of course.
Funds raised here will be used for donations, operating expenses, and content production.
We may also buy up some of the $KSD in bulk and burn it.
Isn't a price spike a good thing for you guys?
3. Of course, everyone who donates will benefit: I'll be giving away NFTs and subscriptions to DAOs, which
I'll write about later.
No one wants to pay for free, and I care what it is used for. Right?

Through the act of donation, we're telling the world about the smart contracts of the heart.

＄KSD DAO
1. Thanks for taking the time to read this far.But I know you're thinking.
Who are you guys after all? I mean, who are you guys after all?
Yes, we are still nobody, so you can't trust us. We're thinking about breaking out of this community and
building an organization that's solid. That's what DAO is.
2. If you find our plan interesting, join DAO. The trigger is a donation. If you donate a certain amount of
money and you want to join, we will try to make it happen.
Right now, we are discussing with community members about starting a DAO, which of course will be costly
and not easy. But I think it's definitely worth doing. It's definitely worth it.

If we want to get farther than anyone else, we all have to do it.

